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Figure 1. Amrad's S-tube. Raytheon acquired 
the patent rights to this tube. 

W hen Raytheon is mentioned today, people think 
of defense systems such as the Patriot Missile 

and sophisticated radar systems. But there was a time 
long ago when Raytheon was more involved in civil-
ian electronics than defense systems. This article is not 
intended to be a corporate history of the Raytheon 
Company. Otto Scott's 1974 book, The Creative Or-
deal: The Story of Raytheon [14], tells that story. 
(Actually Scott's history is not that informative with 
regard to Raytheon's contributions to radio and televi-
sion. He leaves out a lot of detail that would be of in-
terest to radio collectors. The other references cited in 
the bibliography at the end of this article help to fill in 
details not provided by Scott.) Thanks very much to 
Ludwell Sibley and Alan Douglas for reading a draft 
of this article and especially to Ludwell for suggesting 
several improvements! 

I found errors in Scott's history. Douglas, in Radio 
Manufacturers of the 1920s, Vol. 1 [5], also agrees that 
there are problems with Scott. One example: Scott 
says Belmont made radios for Western Electric when 
he meant Western Auto. In writing this article, I found 
a number of discrepancies in my source materials with 
regard to dates and other facts. (If one author says 
something happened in 1951 and another author says 
it happened in 1953, I say "In the early 1950s...") 

(Continued on page 3) 
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(Continued from page I) 
To begin the story of Raytheon's early involvement in 
radio, we must first turn to the story of Amrad—The 
American Radio and Research Corporation—because 
people and products from Amrad later turn up at Ray-
theon. According to Douglas [5], Amrad was founded 
around 1915 by Harold Power, a young ham, who was 
the wireless operator on board J.P. Morgan's son 
Jack's yacht. The Morgan family thought radio might 
become a growing industry, and presumably they 
knew and liked Power, so they were willing to finance 
his new start-up company. 

During World War I, Amrad managed to secure Army 
and Navy contracts for radio equipment. After the 
War, defense contracts were hard to come by, and be-
sides selling equipment to hams, the company took on 
non-radio odd jobs to stay afloat. In 1919 they got a 
contract to build Model SE- 1420 receivers for the 
Navy. 

Amrad did not become a major radio manufacturer 
when the broadcasting craze hit in the early 1920s. 
Their products were not leading edge and they did not 
have the marketing prowess of larger companies like 
Atwater Kent or the clout of RCA. Amrad obtained a 
Neutrodyne license from Hazeltine, but they were 
slow in bringing a set to market (not until December 
1924) and by then they were in serious financial trou-
ble. The company was bankrupt by spring, and some-
time in 1925 Crosley bought Amrad for only $39,000! 
(Crosley continued to sell sets bearing the Amrad 
name until the Depression hit, and these sets looked 
very much like Crosley-designed radios. 

A key connection between Amrad and Raytheon is an 
Amrad development called the S-tube (Fig. 1), which 
later evolved into a key product line for Raytheon. 
MIT's Dr. Vannevar Bush was a technical consultant 
to Amrad's research program. (By World War II, Bush 
had became one of the best-known scientists in Amer-
ica and an advisor to the White House. He was the au-
thor of the famous 1940s treatise, "Science, the End-
less Frontier," which successfully argued for a strong 
federal R&D posture.) Even in the early 1920s, Bush 
appreciated the importance of science in developing 
new technology. In 1919 he hired Charles G Smith to 
work in Amrad's research laboratory. Smith engaged 
in what sounds like rather basic science research— 
experimenting with spectroscopy of rare gases—and 
jointly published material with Bush in scientific jour-
nals. It is a bit surprising that a small company like 
Amrad that was struggling for existence would tolerate 

research not immediately applicable to Amrad's main-
stream radio products. But Smith did come up with a 
new product for Amrad around 1921—a gaseous cold 
cathode half-wave rectifier tube called the S-tube, pre-
sumably "S" for Smith. (It is difficult to say whether 
Bush anticipated this outcome when he hired Smith.) 
By 1922 Amrad was selling the Model 3000 S-tube for 
$8 each, a princely sum in those days. The tube did 
not perform all that well, but it was a lot more conven-
ient to use than some of the alternatives such as messy 
liquid electrolyte rectifiers. 

Now, on to Raytheon's founding. Laurence K. Mar-
shall was Vannevar Bush's college roommate when 
both were undergraduates at Tufts University. Follow-
ing World War I, Marshall was seeking business op-
portunities, and he met with Bush in the hope that 
Bush would have a suggestion, which he did. Bush 
knew that J. "Al" Spencer, a mechanic at Amrad, had 
developed a bi-metallic disk that when heated, would 
snap from concave to convex at a specific tempera-
ture. Bush saw opportunities to use this phenomenon 
to make a thermal switch. Spencer had developed the 
gadget on his own time, so the rights did not belong to 
Amrad. Marshall decided to raise the money to form a 
new company to manufacture thermostats using 
Spencer's invention. Spencer left Amrad in 1921 and 
he, Marshall, and some others formed the Spencer 
Thermostat Company. The devices worked so well 
that Westinghouse paid royalties to Spencer to use the 
thermostat in their new electric irons. 

In addition to his research on gases at Amrad, Smith 
had been thinking about a new design for a home re-
frigerator and had been tinkering with it in his home 
workshop. He approached Marshall about developing 
it. Marshall liked the idea and in 1922 formed the 
American Appliance Company with the intent of mak-
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Figure 2. The Raytheon type B rectifier, introduced 
in 1925. 

ing refrigerators based on Smith's design. Apparently 
this was a gas-powered refrigerator. (Remember the 
Servel heat-powered refrigerators of the 1940s and 
'50s?) Bush, Smith, and Marshall were all on the 
Board of Directors of this new company. Unfortunately 
Smith's refrigerator did not work in practice as well as 
its promise on paper, but fortunately American Appli-
ance found another product originating at Amrad that 
had more promise. 

Bush was convinced that Amrad's S-tube had some 
unrealized potential. Following Amrad's bankruptcy in 
1925, Bush urged Marshall to acquire for American 
Appliance the patent rights to the S-tube from the Mor-
gan group, which had title to them. The patent rights 
were purchased for $ 10,000 cash plus stock in Ameri-
can Appliance. By then Smith was with American Ap-
pliance, so he could continue to develop the rectifier 
tubes for their new owner, and he did. 

By November 1925 the type B helium-filled rectifier 
was on the market for use in B-battery eliminators 
(Fig. 2). It listed at $4.50 and began to sell well. The 
tube was named the "Raytheon," with "ray" referring 
to a beam of light and "theon" meaning from the gods. 
As the company was preparing to bring their new tube 
to market, they discovered with horror that another 
company in Indiana was also named American Appli-
ance, had prior rights to that name, and would probably 
sue Marshall's company for copying its name. There 
was a need to quickly come up with a new name. Be-
cause Marshall and his colleagues liked the Raytheon 
name they had chosen for their new rectifier tube, they 
settled on that name, and in October 1925, American 
Appliance became Raytheon. 

About that time it was becoming clear that American 
Appliance's refrigerators were a failure. The company 

decided to abandon that product line and to focus in-
stead on rectifier tubes. Initially the company con-
tracted with the Champion Lamp Company of Pea-
body, Massachusetts, to manufacture the tubes in 
quantity, but soon developed an in-house manufactur-
ing capability. 

Scott glosses over the fact that there was real competi-
tion for the B tube. If you read only his book, you 
might almost conclude that Raytheon was plowing 
virgin ground. Stokes' book, 70 Years of Radio Tubes 
and Valves [19], lists a number of other firms that 
made gaseous rectifiers during the 1920s. Laboratories 
such as Westinghouse and General Electric had been 
working hard to develop better rectifiers, with interest 
in both gaseous rectifiers and vacuum rectifiers. GE 
had been researching gaseous tubes since 1914 and 
introduced its Tungar bulb rectifiers in 1917. Westing-
house offered its "Rectigon" tubes. Schickerling de-
veloped the Z-50 neon-filled rectifier around 1925. So, 
while Raytheon did well making cold cathode rectifi-
ers, gas-filled rectifiers were by no means unique to 
Raytheon. 

The RCA UV/UX 216 and the UV/UX 213 rectifier 
tubes (made by GE) were competition for Raytheon as 
well. The 213 came out around 1925. The 216 had 
been introduced even earlier, around 1921. By 1925 
Westinghouse was making the UV- 196. During the 
same era, Cleartron sold its Type CT-400 full-wave 
vacuum rectifier. Even Connecticut Telephone and 
Telegraph Company (maker of Sodion tubes) got into 
the rectifier race, and they claimed that Raytheon's 
rectifier tube infringed on their patents. Raytheon set-
tled with them for $7,500. But then Raytheon accused 
Westinghouse of copying their rectifier design, and 
according to Scott, convinced Westinghouse to cease 
and desist. In the early days of radio, company offi-
cials obviously spent a significant percentage of their 
time dealing with patent infringement issues. 

Raytheon's type B tube could not handle very high 
voltages. (It was rated at 60 ma, 150 volts according to 
Raytheon ads of the era, although Robert Millard's 
new book, The Collector's Vacuum Tube Handbook 
[11] lists its operating voltage as 350 volts.) Plate volt-
ages in battery sets were increasing during that era, 
with the new type UX-171 tube requiring a plate volt-
age around 180 volts. So Raytheon launched an effort 
to design a tube that could handle up to 180 volts re-
liably. The Raytheon type BH tube resulted. 
(Presumably the H stood for "high voltage.") It was 
rated at 85 ma current at 200 volts and also listed for 
$4.50. 
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By 1926 Raytheon was manufacturing its own tubes in 
a plant on Carlton Street in Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
and sales exceeded $1 million with a profit of 
$321,000. 

Why was Raytheon so successful in spite of the in-
tense competition? Stokes says (p. 113): 

"Looking back to the heyday of the Raytheon gaseous 
rectifier in the middle and late 1920s it is perhaps a 
little difficult to understand why it was so readily ac-
cepted and widely used. At the time of its introduction 
it certainly compared favorably in price with its high-
vacuum contemporary the Radiotron UX-213, which 
was listed at $7.00, and even more favorably with a 
pair of UX-216B Rectrons at $7.50 each. The price 
advantage alone could not have accounted for its rapid 
acceptance because the tube was not without its draw-
backs, so it is necessary to look elsewhere for the rea-
son. That reason was undoubtedly to be found in the 
fact that Raytheon Mfg. Co. did more than just make 
tubes; they maintained a laboratory which offered a 
unique service to receiver manufactures who could call 
on Raytheon to design a complete power pack to any 
individual maker's requirements, needless to say incor-
porating a Raytheon tube." 

"Judging from the number of manufacturers who took 
advantage of this service not too much was known 
about this new branch of the art. It was this service, 
plus abundant advertising, that gave Raytheon a 
prominent place in the rectifier market of the day with 
subsequent renewal sales largely, but not exclusively, 
assured." 

During this era, Raytheon was also working on a high-
current rectifier for A-battery eliminators. A Dr. André 
in France had developed a cartridge type device that 
looked promising to Marshall. Marshall convinced him 

Cartridge 
Type A-21/2 Amps 

An entirely new and improved device for high cur-
rent, low voltage rectification. Unbreakable metal 
cartridge, compact and simple, 

no liquids or filaments. An 
efficient rectifier f o r battery 
chargers or A power units. Low 
operating cost. Guaranteed for 

750 hours service Rating 21'.: 
amps. 

Your Prjc. 

$ 

Lie $4.50 

Figure 3. Raytheon's type A cartridge rectifier, 
which tended to explode in service! 

to come to the U.S. and work with Raytheon to further 
develop it. Scott describes the Type A cartridge recti-
fier as a colloidal rectifier involving sulfuric acid. In-
troduced in 1927, it lasted only a few months, when 
the company had to pull it off the market because it 
sometimes exploded in operation. The company was 
quick to pay off irate customers. Rated at 2.5 amps, it, 
too, sold for $4.50 (Fig. 3). National and Acme both 
made A eliminators employing the Raytheon A. For 
more information on the construction, see Douglas's 
article [6]. 

Around 1926 Raytheon announced the Type BA tube, 
rated at 350 ma. By the late 1920s, the type 80 full-
wave vacuum rectifier (introduced in 1927) became 
the most popular rectifier, and cold cathode tubes like 
those made by Raytheon fell by the wayside. In 1932 
Raytheon introduced the Type BR half-wave cold 
cathode rectifier for use in auto radios. The fact that 
the tube did not require filament current that would 
drain the car battery was an advantage. Later the com-
pany developed the type OZ3, which was not success-
ful, and then quickly thereafter, the OZ4 (metal) and 
OZ4G (glass) rectifiers for car radios, which were 
widely used almost until the transistor era. Ludwell 
Sibley says that Raytheon made about 50 million 
OZ4s—pretty impressive! 

Sibley's archival research discloses that until 1959 
RCA-branded OZ4s were purchased from Raytheon. 
That first year RCA made 743,000 of them, a rather 
significant quantity. Sibley speculates that the fact that 
it took RCA so long to begin making a popular tube 
like the OZ4 suggests that Raytheon had a strong pat-
ent position. Other cold cathode rectifiers that Ray-
theon did well with were the CK-1005 and CK-1006, 
used in World War II military equipment. In fact, 
Sibley notes that the CK-1005 was on the Army-Navy 
"preferred" tube list of 1943. 

Another firm that impacted Raytheon's radio business 
was the QRS Company of Chicago, best known for its 
player piano rolls. During the 1920s, QRS also made 
radio tubes. (See Douglas's article [8] for more details 
on QRS's involvement in radios and tubes.) QRS's 
"Red Top" tubes are visually attractive and highly 
prized by tube collectors. 

QRS made a line of rectifier tubes that competed di-
rectly with Raytheon's line. In 1927 Raytheon accused 
QRS of patent infringement and offered its manage-
ment a sweet deal to avoid a costly lawsuit. QRS must 
have determined that Raytheon had them over a barrel, 
because in the summer of 1928, QRS agreed to pay 
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Raytheon $25,000 in cash and turn over all its tube 
making machinery, know-how, and patents to Ray-
theon. In return, QRS would become a part owner in an 
expanded Raytheon. Later that year, Marshall obtained 
a license agreement from RCA that permitted Ray-
theon to further expand its tube production without 
worrying about being sued by RCA. Scott and Stokes 
both say that Raytheon was the first company to nego-
tiate a cross-license with RCA for tube patents. Ray-
theon paid RCA a 10 percent royalty for each tube 
sold. 

The next company that Raytheon worked a convenient 
deal with was National Carbon, the maker of Eveready 
batteries. National Carbon had sold lots of radio batter-
ies during the 1920s, but as ac sets were beginning to 
appear, National Carbon could see their battery sales 
dropping and so the firm was looking for new ways to 
cash in on the radio boom. The company had already 
gotten into the radio business by contracting with 
American Bosch to make radios with the Eveready 
name in 1928 and 1929. National Carbon was, there-
fore, receptive to a proposal to get into the radio tube 
business. Because of National Carbon's nationwide 
advertising and well-developed battery sales and distri-
bution network, Raytheon felt that an alliance with Na-
tional Carbon could help Raytheon market its tubes 
better. So, in 1929 Raytheon and National Carbon 
agreed to form a new joint venture called the Raytheon 
Production Company. Profits would be divided equally 
and National Carbon had the right to buy out Raytheon 
if they so chose. 

For a time, tube cartons and tubes bore the names of 
both firms—Raytheon and Eveready. The agreement 
lasted until 1933 when National Carbon concluded that 
the arrangement was not sufficiently lucrative to con-
tinue. After that, Raytheon was on its own in making 
and selling tubes. 

As Alan Douglas points out [7], the "four-pillar con-
struction" that Raytheon touted in its ads around 1930 
(Fig. 4) made for a sturdy tube, but it is not clear that 
Raytheon tubes lasted longer and failed less frequently 
than other brands. Once ST-style bulbs with their mica 
spacers to hold the elements rigidly in place replaced 
the older and larger S-style bulbs, the advantages of 
four-pillar construction disappeared. By 1934, Ray-
theon tubes used the same construction as their com-
petitors. Because many tube manufacturers sold tubes 
to other companies with the purchaser's brand names 
on them, it is certainly possible that four-pillar tubes 
made by Raytheon were sold under other brand names 
and that some Raytheon-branded tubes circa 1930 were 

RAYTHEON  

4-PILLAR 
RADIO TUBE 

RAYTHEON 
PRODUCTION :ORPORATION 

NEWTON. MASS. 

• 

Figure 4. A Raytheon tube box, circa early 1930s, 
touting the 4-pillar construction 

not four-pillar construction because they were made 
by someone else. 

In 1931 Raytheon introduced the type 52, which they 
claimed was the first tube to give over one watt class 
A output with a 110-volt dc plate voltage. The 
25BG6G introduced in 1936 was said to be the second 
beam power tube to be developed. Other Raytheon 
tube developments included the 1V, the 6A4/LA 
(1931), the 12A5 ( 1933), the 6Y6G ( 1937), the gen-
eral-purpose twin-triode RK-33/1641, the 7H7 ( 1939), 
and the 6A116 ( 1946). For more details, see the August 
2000 Tube Collector article in the bibliography [9]. 

In 1935 Raytheon was one of the first independent 
tube makers to begin making metal octal-base tubes. 
In 1936, Raytheon introduced their RK series of trans-
mitting tubes. The RK-19 was a mercury rectifier. The 
popular RK-20 and RK-28 pentodes could be found in 
ham rigs. By 1941, Raytheon was offering its "Sound 
Special" line of premium audio tubes [3]. The tube 
type numbers were preceded by "SS." This was to 
compete with similar premium tubes offered by Na-
tional Union. 

During much of Raytheon's years of tube production, 
the vice president responsible for that part of the busi-
ness was Norman Krim. Krim is still around, and is a 
member of the Tube Collector's Association. In 1938, 
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Krim speculated that there might be a market for more 
compact tubes for use in hearing aids. He talked to 
hearing aid makers in the U.S. who agreed that much 
smaller tubes would enable more compact hearing 
aids, and they encouraged Raytheon to develop them. 
Krim proposed a $25,000 research project to develop 
subminiature tubes to his boss at Raytheon, Marshall, 
who gave him the go-ahead, but with the caveat that if 
the project did not recover its development costs, 
Krim would have to resign. Krim did not fail. His 
group came up with the CK-series of tubes, such as 
the popular CK501X tube, and hearing aid makers 
bought them in substantial quantities. Check Ludwell 
Sibley's book Tube Lore [16] for details on this series 
of tubes as well as other obscure Raytheon tubes in the 
RK-series. 

During WW II, when the need arose for small rugged 
tubes to be used in proximity fuses, Raytheon contin-
ued to develop subminiature tubes, and both Raytheon 
and Sylvania were quite successful in this endeavor. 
Raytheon's sales prior to the War were about $3 mil-
lion per year and by the end of the War, $ 173 mil-
lion—a pretty dramatic increase! Raytheon had dis-
covered ways to make magnetron tubes cheaper, 
faster, and better, and during the War the company was 
turning them out by the thousands. Thanks to generous 
government contracts, Raytheon made great strides in 
radar technology. 

Getting into the microwave tube business—making 
magnetrons and klystrons— turned out to be a smart 
move for Raytheon, and because that product line was 
profitable, it undoubtedly moved the company toward 
more emphasis on defense contracts and less on civil-
ian products. Sibley feels (and I think he is right) that 
the decision to manufacture magnetrons was the turn-
ing point that started Raytheon down the road to being 
one of today's major defense contractors. 

As World War II was winding down, Raytheon's man-
agement could see that once the military orders began 
to slack off, their total business would drop off appre-
ciably and massive layoffs could result unless they 
could find some new business opportunities. No doubt 
their managers engaged in brainstorming sessions to 
envision new civilian products. 

One new civilian product the company introduced in 
the postwar era was the "Radarange" microwave oven. 
If microwave ovens had really caught on at the time, 
this could have been a good outlet for Raytheon's mi-
crowave tubes. The Radarange was rather expensive 

and bulky, and never sold very well. It was used in a 
few cafeterias and by a few "early-adopter" home us-
ers, but microwave ovens for home use did not be-
come commonplace in America until some years later 
when Japanese firms like Sharp and Panasonic began 
to make them really cheap and market them aggres-
sively to consumers. By then, Raytheon was too 
deeply into defense work to mourn lost opportunities 
in the kitchens of America. 

Raytheon's management correctly anticipated that 
consumer electronics would be a growth area in the 
late 1940s, especially television. Since the company 
was relatively flush with cash, Raytheon began look-
ing around for a well-established company to acquire 
in the radio and television business. They obviously 
could not consider any of the larger firms like Philco, 
RCA, or Zenith, so they needed to search for a smaller 
firm that could be acquired at an affordable price but 
one that still had expertise in designing and manufac-
turing consumer electronics. They zeroed in on Chi-
cago-based Belmont Radio. 

(Historical information on Belmont is hard to come 
by. Check out the article by Alan Douglas [4], in 
which he relates stories from Dr. Carl Dan Pierson, a 
Belmont engineer during the 1940s.) 

Belmont was started sometime during the 1930s by 
two guys in a garage (just like Hewlett-Packard). One 
source says the company began in 1935, but Slusser's 
Collectors' Guide to Antique Radios, .51F1 Edition [ 17] 
lists Belmont models dating back to 1933. According 
to Douglas, the company acquired the former Grigsby-
Gnmow (Majestic) plant at 5921 Dickens Avenue. 
Belmont was a relatively small company, with just a 
handful of engineers and, during the early 1940s, only 
about 1,000 employees total. According to an article in 
Antique Radio Classified [2], Belmont used leftover 
Ozarka chassis in some of its earliest models. 

Belmont turned out some rather attractive ac-dc table 
models before and just after the war. For example, the 
Belmont 6D111 from 1946 is a classic plastic radio 
that has even been copied in contemporary made-in-
China knock-offs. Belmont made a few consoles, too, 
under its own brand name. But mostly Belmont manu-
factured table model radios for other firms using their 
brand names, e.g., Airline (Montgomery Ward) and 
Truetone (Western Auto). As Douglas points out [4], 
by using permeability tuning rather than variable ca-
pacitors in some of their radios, they were able to save 
component costs. 
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During WW II, Belmont had a prime contract for IFF 
units (identification, friend or foe) and also redesigned 
the trusty BC-348 receiver to use permeability tuning 
for the IF transformers. The company was reasonably 
healthy as the War ended. Ludwell Sibley pointed out 
to me that in a government publication about World 
War II, The U.S. Army in World War II - The Technical 
Services - The Signal Corps - The Test, published in 
1957 by the Government Printing Office, there is a 
quotation (p. 171) that states, "Signal Corps inspectors 
at the Belmont Radio Company agreed that the BC-
348s which Belmont was building were of considera-
bly better quality than the same sets being turned out 
by one of the Big Five concerns." The same source 
says that Belmont had $22 million in Signal Corps or-
ders as of mid- 1942. 

It was mid- 1945 when Raytheon bought Belmont. 
Krim at Raytheon had been thinking about civilian 
uses for subminiature tubes other than hearing aids, 
and came up with the idea of a pocket-sized radio. 
Once Raytheon acquired Belmont, they had the ability 
to produce and market such a device. The Belmont 
Boulevard, Model 5P113, was the result (Fig. 5). Schif-
fer [ 15] says it cost Raytheon $50,000 to design and 
develop the radio. A five-tube superheterodyne, the 
Boulevard used two penlight cells for the A battery and 
a 22.5-volt B battery. Of course the Boulevard used 
Raytheon's line of subminiature tubes, such as the 
2E31 (Fig. 6). 

Schiffer says that Belmont's management was skeptical 
that such a radio would sell very well. They considered 
it a novelty niche product, but Krim and others at Ray-
theon were enthusiastic. The radio came out just in 
time for Christmas 1945. A Belmont ad said, 

"With the Belmont Boulevard in your pocket or purse, 
you can tune in on drama, news, and music as you 
walk along the street. You can attend sports events and 
hear a radio description of the thrilling action before 
your eyes. You can be a bedtime li-
stener without disturbing the sleep of 
others. You can catch favorite pro-
grams you would otherwise miss." 

Belmont management's prediction 
was right. The radio did not sell well 
and only about 5,000 were made. 
Today it is a rather rare set for col-
lectors to find. One problem was 
battery drain. The A batteries lasted 
less than a day and were inconven-
ient to change. Seeing Belmont's fail-

Tvbee shenm 
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Figure 5. The 1945 Belmont Boulevard, Model 
5P113, used Raytheon's subminiature tubes. 

ure with the Boulevard, other manufacturers were re-
luctant to develop similar models employing sub-
miniature tubes. There were a couple of makers of 
novelty items who offered shirt pocket radios around 
1950, like Electronic Research Labs' Pocket-Mite and 
the Privat-Ear pocket radio, but these were not main-
stream firms. 

Ludwell Sibley says that the Dowd-RCA archives in-
dicate that in 1949 RCA Victor convinced the RCA 
Tube Division lo design a line of subminiature tubes, 
presumably intended for use in compact RCA Victor 
sets. The tubes included the 1 AC5, 1AD5, 1E8, and 
1T6, with an anticipated volume of 180,000 of each 
type per year. For whatever reason, RCA Victor chose 
not to gear up to make compact radios (nor did anyone 
else who might have bought these tubes from RCA) 
and in 1956 this RCA tube line was dropped. 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

eireedgenewin érkelbonias 

RADIO RECEIVING TURF DIVISION 

Newton, Moi.. • Rloo,  York • Chk000 

Figure 6. Typical Raytheon subminiature tubes. 

et, 
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Raytheon continued to urge other radio makers to de-
sign radios using its subminiature tubes. In 1953 Em-
erson asked Raytheon to provide low-current-drain 
subminiature tubes for a compact (about 3 by 6 
inches) four-tube superheterodyne radio, and the Em-
erson 747 was the result. This radio used the 1V6, 
lAH4, lAJ5, and lAG4. It did not play very well, but 
it did serve to continue the miniaturization of compo-
nents, which paved the way for transistor radios a cou-
ple of years later. Like the Boulevard, the 747's batter-
ies needed replacement every few hours. 

Following the War, Belmont was quick to begin manu-
facturing television sets with its own name, as well as 
sets sold under other brands such as Truetone. The 
Belmont 7-inch Model 22AX21 with a continuous 
slide rule tuner from 1947 (Fig. 7) was one of the first 
to appear. The Radio-Television Museum has one that 
is currently undergoing restoration. No doubt Belmont 
acquired licenses from RCA, because most chassis 
from that era closely resembled the RCA 621 TS and 
630 TS. 

After Raytheon bought Belmont, their radio and TV 
sets carried both names for a time—Raytheon Bel-
mont (Fig. 8). Later the Belmont name was dropped 
and the TV sets carried only the Raytheon name. 

Slusser's Collectors' Guide to Antique Radios, 51h Edi-
tion, [ 17] lists two Raytheon tube-type radios from the 
early 1950s, the Models R-51 and R-52, both of which 
are five-tube ac-dc sets. Sams Photofacts lists a few 
more, such as the CR-41, -42, and -43 (ac-dc plastic 
clock radios), the FR-81A and -82A (plastic ac AM-
FM radios), the 5R- 10B and 5D166 (plastic ac-dc 
sets), and the PR-51 (a three-way portable). Belmont 
had made lots of radios before being taken over by 

Model Figure 7. Belmont 7-inch TV set, 
(1947). The Radio-Television Museum 

22A21 
has one. 

Figure 8. 1949 Raytheon-Belmont 10-1nch TV set, 
probably Model 10DX21. 

Raytheon, but afterwards, radio production obviously 
was not a high priority. 

Raytheon was one of the first companies to take out an 
AT&T license to manufacture transistors. They started 
producing transistors around 1949, but initially yields 
were abysmally tow, and it wasn't until the early 1950s 
that they were able to turn them out with some degree 
of reliability. Raytheon began selling transistors to 
hearing-aid companies in 1952. 

Magazines like Radio and Television News and Radio 
Electronics began running articles in the early 1950s 
on how to construct radios with transistors. When Ray-
theon's famous CK-722 transistor became available in 
1953, experimenters began to tinker with these new 
devices. They were expensive, though. A CK-722 cost 
about $8 in 1953 when most radios tubes cost about a 
buck. 

Raytheon moved quickly to get into transistor sets. It is 
not clear which model was the first transistor set made 
by Raytheon. Schiffer claims the first was the Model 8-
TP-1, a large leather-covered set with oval grille ( Fig. 
9). Schiffer says this model came out early in 1955— 
very shortly after the Regency TR-1, and was therefore 
the second transistor radio to be offered to the public. 
But, Ross Smith claims that the Model T-100 was the 
first Raytheon transistor set [ 18]. Bunis lists the Model 
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Figure 9. Raytheon Model 8-TP-1 ( 1955). This may 
have been Raytheon's first transistor radio. 

T-100 as being a 1956 model, but Smith says it came 
out in 1955. Generally the new models came out late in 
the year, so the 1956 models were probably introduced 
late in 1955. I am inclined to think the 8-TP-1 was the 
first Raytheon set. Schiffer says about it: 

"Most companies at first eschewed shirt-pocket port-
ables, believing that the public would not accept their 
impoverished sound. Raytheon, for example, was not 
interested in putting out the first or the smallest transis-
tor radio, merely one that played well. Perhaps recall-
ing the Belmont Boulevard's debacle, Raytheon engi-
neers designed a small lunch box set; the 8-TP-1 had 
eight transistors and a four-inch speaker—the same 
size as most table models. It cost a princely $85 and 
was an impressive performer." 

Bunis' Collector s Guide to Transistor Radios [ 1] lists 
fifteen Raytheon transistor sets from 1955 and 1956, 
but nothing after 1956. 

Smith notes that the Model T-100 used the following 
transistors: 2N112/CK-760 (mixer-oscillator and IF), 
CK-706A or 1N295 (detector), 2N132 (first AF), and 
2N138s in push-pull for the output. The model came in 
five colors: black and yellow, ivory and yellow, black 
and red, ivory and red, and ivory and gray. A similar 
set, the T-150, is pictured in Fig. 10. 

Raytheon's acquisition of Belmont did not produce the 
revenue growth the company had hoped for. Probably 
the reason was that neither firm had much experience 
in marketing directly to the consumer. As noted before, 
Belmont had sold most of its production to companies 
like Montgomery Ward, which did the actual market-
ing, so it never developed the distribution and advertis-

ing savvy that companies like Philco and Zenith had. 
Raytheon knew how to sell products to the Defense 
Department, but they did not have the needed con-
sumer marketing expertise either. Sometime in the 
1950s, Raytheon sold its radio and TV operations to 
Illinois-based Admiral, which at the time was doing 
quite well in marketing to consumers. The last Ray-
theon transistor radios are 1956 models, suggesting 
that the transfer to Admiral occurred in the 1956-57 
timeframe. 

Raytheon's Marine Products Division (formerly Side-
band Engineers) in South San Francisco, California, 
made a few "Ray-Corn" CB sets during the CB craze, 
as well as tube-type and transistorized depth sounders 
and other marine radio gear for boaters. 

The defense activities of Belmont stayed with Ray-
theon and moved to Santa Barbara, California. Today 
there are still three Raytheon defense branches in that 
area. Ludwell Sibley notes that Penta Labs of Santa 
Barbara was formed around 1951 by a few employees 
who left Eimac to seek their fortunes. Sometime in the 

late 1960s, Raytheon bought Penta Labs and ran it as a 
division. When Raytheon gave up their transmitting 
tube business, the former Penta Labs operation was 
sold back to Eimac. 

Sibley also told me that Machlett Labs took over the 
Western Electric transmitting tube business in 1948. 
Later, Raytheon bought out Machlett and eventually 
sold that operation to Eimac. He has a 343AA air-
cooled tube dual-branded Machlett and Raytheon. The 
tube business during that era sounds a bit like a game 
of musical chairs, with ownerships changing repeat-
edly. 

Figure 10. Raytheon made compact colorful 
transistor sets like the T-150 series shown here. 
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Figure 11. Raytheon tube box circa 1950s. 

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Newton, Mass. 

Sometime in the early 1960s, Raytheon phased out its 
U.S.-based receiving tube manufacturing business, al-
though they continued to sell tubes made in Europe un-
der the Raytheon name for a few years more. Because 
it no longer had a radio and television division, there 
was no need for an in-house source of tubes. And be-
cause semiconductors were fast replacing tubes, the 
receiving tube business was transitioning to replace-
ment purposes only, certain to be a shrinking business. 
Figures 11 and 12 show tube cartons from the later por-
tion of Raytheon's tube era. 

Today Raytheon is a leading defense contractor. 
Chances are there are younger employees at Raytheon 
who are unaware of the company's involvement in ra-
dio and television fifty to eighty years ago. If so, that is 
too bad, because it is such an interesting story! 
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Correction 

In the April 2002 Radio Age (p. 12) we 
included an announcement that MAARC 
member Ben Tongue (along with his 
business colleague Isaac Blonder) had 
been honored by being inducted into the 

New Jersey Inventor's Hall of Fame. A photo suppos-
edly of Ben accompanied the article. It turns out the 
photo was actually his colleague Blonder. The newspa-
per from which the picture came had it wrong. Ben 
(and also Ludwell Sibley) called us to alert us to this 
error. This time we believe we have it right. The photo 
below shows Ben on the left receiving his award from 
Harry Roman, Chairman of the Board of the New Jer-
sey Inventor's Hall of Fame. Congratulations again, 
Ben. 

Ben has a website where you can see some early 
Blonder-Tongue products. Ben is also a fan of crystal 
sets, and his website also contains 24 fascinating arti-
cles about crystal sets and related subjects. If you 
would like to build a state-of-the-art crystal set, be sure 
to check it out at http://uweb.superlink.net/bhtongue/ 

Sparton Website 

Brian Gadow noticed that he has a Sparton horn under 
the hood of his 1996 truck and wondered whether this 

MAARC Member Ben Tongue is inducted into the New Jersey 
Inventors' Hall of Fame. 

is the same Sparton (Sparks-Withington) that made 
mirror glass radios in the 1930s. Sure enough, it is. He 
found their website (www.sparton.com), which in-
cludes a brief company history. 

Back in 1900, Philip H. and Winthrop Withington 
founded the company in Jackson, Michigan, with 
$15,000 in capital and 15 employees. Shortly after the 
company began, William Sparks joined the manage-
ment team, and the company became Sparks-
Withington. 

In its early days, the company concentrated on metal 
stampings such as auto hubcaps and small steel parts 
for agricultural implements. By 1909 their product line 
was expanding to include other auto products, such as 
car radiator cooling fins. In 1911 they began making 
auto horns and adopted the Sparton brand name. The 
company website claims that Sparton developed the 
first electric auto horn. (Company claims about "firsts" 
are often suspect. I don't know whether this claim is 
valid.) By 1914, Sparton horns were standard equip-
ment in Hudsons. 

During World War I, Sparton made war materiel such 
as helmets and shell casings. Their first battery radio 
was introduced about 1925. Other Sparton claims of 
radio "firsts" (that would be disputed by others) are the 

first all-electric radio, the first pushbutton-
tuned set, and the first electric-eye tuner. 

Sparton of Canada was formed in 1930. 
The company's first black and white televi-
sion sets were field tested in 1939 and the 
company's first color sets were tested in 
1953 and introduced to consumers shortly 
thereafter. In 1954, the company name was 
officially changed from Sparks-Withington 
to Sparton. Before long the company 
phased out consumer electronics in favor of 
military electronics and automotive prod-
ucts. Sonobuoys for the Navy were a major 
product line for many years. Today Sparton 
has facilities in several cities and has re-
ceived awards for manufacturing excel-
lence. But don't call them to inquire about 
mirror glass radios! 
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Odds & Ends For The Record 
• Brian Gadow sent us a U.S. Postal Service pamphlet 
titled "Preparing Packages for Mailing" (Publication 
227). It describes how to select a box for shipping and 
how to pack items safely. The picture in the section on 
cushioning the contents appears to be a Zenith clock 
radio. As Brian says, "I guess this pamphlet proves that 
radio collecting has become mainstream." 

•Another website of interest is www.tube.be. This 
website lists many obscure transmitting tubes 
(especially European varieties) and their specifications. 
It also includes addresses of manufacturers and in addi-
tion, has information on antennas. (Thanks to Ted Han-
nah for alerting us to this.) 

• A new book that may be of interest to MAARC 
members is Wireless: From Marconis'. Black-Box to the 
Audion, by Sungook Hong, MIT Press, 2001. This 
book covers the early years of wireless, with carefully 
researched information about Marconi, Fleming, and 
de Forest. A review says that the book does a good job 
of explaining the invention of the diode by Fleming 
and the triode by de Forest. It also features a discussion 
of the June 1903 "Maskelyne Affair," when Nevil Mas-
kelyne, a critic of Marconi, disrupted Fleming's dem-
onstration of the Marconi system to the Royal Acad-
emy. (Is this the first instance of electronic warfare?) 
To purchase the $34.95 book, call the MIT Press toll-
free at 1-800-356-0343 or check their website at http:// 
mitpress.mit.edu. 

• Another Radio Museum is located in North Carolina. 
If you happen to be in the Asheville area, stop in at the 
Southern Appalachian Radio Museum located on the 
campus of A-B Tech. This small museum is operated 
by local hams, who also maintain ham station W4AFM 
at the museum. Displays include old ham equipment as 
well as some broadcast receivers.B 
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The April MAARC meeting was well attended. 
Auction commissions were $30.50. We had a $3 

donation from the 50-50 drawing. The food vending 
receipts were $27, capacitor sales, $ 108.50, and tube 
sales, $84. As always, there were a number of interest-
ing items brought in for show and tell. Just to cite two 
examples—a "Project Tinkertoy" radio (see the Nov. 
93 MAARC Newsletter for more information on Project 
Tinkertoy), and a Sonora Catalin radio. 

Frank Esposito announced to the group that he was of-
fering to teach a radio repair class for MAARC mem-
bers at his home in Baltimore. People hurried to sign 
up. It is a lot of work to organize such classes, and we 
are grateful to Frank for making this offer. (By the time 
this newsletter reaches you, the classes will have be-
gun, but hopefully either Frank or others will volunteer 
to teach additional classes in the future.)11 
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It's In the Bag 
BY RICHARD YOUNG 

A lot of the fun of this hobby is in the pursuit of 
radios (kind of like dating back in high school?). 

Sometimes, a radio comes with its own history, or at 
least an interesting anecdote. Such is the case with my 
latest find, a green Catalin Emerson EP-375 (Fig. 1). 

The EP-375, commonly referred to as the five plus one, 
features vertical grill bars in two groups: a group of 
five and one single bar. Colors were available in white 
(now butterscotch), oxblood red, green, and blue. Some 
came with handles, and some came with brass rivets 
holding the grill pieces in place. Although the total 
package is small and cute, the radio chassis itself is just 
a rather conventional, five tube ac/dc set. 

Paul, the previous owner, recalls that this particular 
radio was purchased around 1941, when he was just a 
tot. It was his mother's favorite radio, and spent most 
of its life—and hers—by her bedside. The radio 
disappeared from sight about the time Paul's mother 
passed away. Very recently, as Paul was cleaning out 
the old homestead, he quite by accident came across 
the old radio. As he later learned, shortly after his 
mother's death, a cleaning team had gone through the 
house, packing up boxes and bags 
of clothes and assorted household 
appliances for charity. A bag stuffed 
with clothes with the green Catalin 
radio on the bottom was put out on 
the porch for Goodwill to pick up. 
After two days and no sign of the 
Goodwill truck, someone retrieved 
the bag from the front porch and 
stuffed it in a back closet. So it was 
just by a stroke of luck that Paul 
looked inside the bag, before 
tossing the whole thing in a 
dumpster. 

As an avid eBay-er and general 
antiques buff, Paul knew the value 
of the radio. He also knows that I'm 
a radio nut...so we cut a deal, and I 
ended up with the thing, at a 
"wholesale price," of course. It had 
not a scratch or chip on it. After 
carefully buffing off the yellowish-
orange tinge, the beautiful swirled 

• 

green color came through. So there it sits, next to its 
oxblood red sister. 

And here's another "bag" story. Several years ago I 
volunteered to fix a friend's radio. He's a real 
character, being a cross between an antiques dealer, 
used car salesman and general yard sale bottom 
feeder. Anyway, in return and just as a favor, he gave 
me a bag filled with assorted radio parts that included 
a rusted old Arvin metal radio and what looked like 
two dingy red plastic things... one of them screwed to 
the bottom of an Emerson chassis. 

Low and behold, after shooting the mess with a little 
"409" and car polish, there emerged a deep-swirley 
red Catalin Emerson! A little chassis cleaning and 
some epoxy glue and the radio looks great!!! (At a 
distance of 3 feet or more, you can't even see the 
repair). 

So the fun of this hobby is that you never know what 
will show up—usually quite unexpectedly, too. But 
before you toss those mystery bags of junk in the 
dumpster, always check to see what's inside.B 
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Figure 1. An Emerson EP-375 was found in a trash bag ! 
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Ads are free of charge to club members. Please, one ad per member per month, 
limited to 100 words. All ads are subject to editing. Ads will not be repeated 
unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors, whose addresses are on page 2. The 
usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 1st of the month preceding publication. 
No phone-in ads, please, but email is welcomed. 

For Sale: 39 antique radios in various 
states of repair. (Purchased at MAARC 
auctions over the past several years by 
Matt First.) Negotiable bargains. 
Woody First, 12,416 Chalford Lane, 
Bowie, MD, 301-262-3743 (about 
three miles from the Radio-Television 
Museum). 

For Sale by Non-member: 
Hallicrafters SX-99 receiver, new in 
box. (Yes, that's right—new in box!). 
Best offer. Rip Warlick, 11620 
Danville Drive, North Bethesda, MD 
20852, 301-881-3207. 

For Sale: Many of your favorite old 
time radio shows are available on tape 
cassettes. You select the shows you 
want and purchase them by the hour. 
Fast, friendly service. Send for our 
catalog listing over 5,700 shows 
arranged by category and title. Only $2 
(P&H). Erstwhile Radio, PO Box 
2284, Peabody, MA 01960. 

For Sale: Knobs and pushbuttons and 
1941 and 1942 Philco escutcheon 
reproductions now available. Contact 
us for specific model numbers on 
escutcheons. Old Time Replications, 
5744 Tobias Avenue, Van Nuys, CA 
91411, 818-786-2500, email 
oldtimerep@aol.com 

Wanted: Information on a Sentinel 
Portrola chair side radio. This is a tall 
chair side, no more than a foot square, 
with a three-level chassis with eight 
tubes. It is listed in the Bunis books, 
but I have no chassis number so I 
cannot locate the schematic in Rider. 
Can you help me find a schematic? 
Also, the radio has a speaker in it, but 
a flat four-conductor cord may contain 
leads for a remote speaker. Any help 
appreciated. Rick Weyhrich, 484 
Sycamore Street, Crossville, TN 
38555, 931-707-1548, rweyhrich@ 
tnaccess.com 

WALSCO RADIO CABINET 
PATCHING OUTFIT 

"The Most Popular 
Kit on the Market" 

A complete kit especially designed for radio men who 
have little experience in cabinet work. Over 95% of 
all cabinet-finish damages can be repaired with this 
kit. The kit contains two shades of Spirit Walnut 
Stain, Dark Brown Lacquer, Plastic Wood, two shades 
of Ivory Spirit Enamel, Patching Lacquer, Super Pol-
ish, Alcohol, Brushes, Garnet Finishing Paper, French 
Polishing Pad, and Steel Wool, together with complete 
Instruction Booklet. 
Cat. No. List Dealer's Net 
K-10— ln sturdy box with hinged lid $7.15 $4.29 
K-10-W—In California redwood ease   8.25 4.95 

For Sale: Philco 49-501 Boomerang, 
excellent+ & plays well, $395. Philco 
clear plastic ice scraper promotional 
item, excellent, $25. Wanted: Square, 
plastic foot insert for metal TV stand 
leg for Philco Predicta UG-3410. Any 
Detrola Pee Wee or Super Pee Wee, 
regardless of condition. Call, email, 
write with asking price, bring to 
monthly MAARC meeting, or ship 
with pre-approval. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Time Out of Mind Radio, 
Paul Farmer, PO Box 352, 
Washington, VA 22747-0352; 540-
987-8759; oldradiotime@hotrnail.com 

AUTOCALI,The Official Journal 
of the Foundation for Amateur Radio, 
is a monthly publication covering the 
activities of nearly 50 amateur radio 
organizations in the Capital area. To 
know what is happening with respect 
to ham club activities, subscribe to 
Auto-Call. Only $10 per year for 12 
issues. Write Auto-Call, PO Box 7612, 
Falls Church, VA 22040-7612. (Make 
check payable to "Foundation for 
Amateur Radio.") 

Radio Age Bonus Offer! 

One Month FREE for Early 
Renewal! 

If you renew your MAARC membership 

before the month shown on your mailing label 
(your expiration month), you will receive an 

extra month of Radio Age! 

13 issues for the price of 12, 26 issues for the 

price of 25, etc. 

Check your mailing label and renew early— 

don't miss out! (Renewal notices are mailed 30 

days before your renewal month.)3 
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Sat. June 15 

Sun., June 23 

Sun., July 14 

Sun., July 21 

Sun., July 28 

4th Annual Kutztown Radio Meet, Renninger's Antique 
and Farmers Market, Noble St., Kutztown, PA, 7 a.m. 
rain or shine. For information, contact Steve Wallace, 
610-944-7230, kkks@epix.net. 

MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, 
Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m. 

Mid-Atlantic Amateur Radio Club Annual Hamfest, 
Kimberton, PA. Information: www.marc-radio.org. 

MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, 
Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m. 

BRATS Hamfest, Timonium Fairgrounds. 

Sun., Aug. 4 Berryville, VA, Hamfest. 

Sun., Aug. 18 MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, 
Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m. 

Sun., Aug. 25 Hanover Hamfest, Pleasant Hill, PA. 

Sun., Sept. 15 MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, 
Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m. 

Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club 
c/o Paul R. Farmer 
P.O. Box 352 
Washington, VA 22747-0352 
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